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A box spline M, is a distribution on R” given by the rule 
for some sequence E := (Ci); (see [ 1 I). We think of Z as a set of cardinality 
1.5 = n. For a subset V of I?“, we are interested in linear independence of 
the translates M,,, := M,(. - u), v E I’. By linear independence of (ME.I.)Iz 
we mean that the linear map 
a tt y a(u) ME,r. 
I’ 
is one-to-one on Ry (see [ 1 I). For the special case E c V = L”, de Boor and 
Hollig show that (MH.v)vCY is linearly dependent unless 
IdetZ] = 1 for all bases Z c Z 
(see Proposition 4 of [ 11). In this note we shall prove that the converse of 
the above statement is also true. Thus we have the following 
THEOREM. Suppose that 9 G V = Z”, and that (E), the affine hull of E-, 
is the whole of R”. Then (MH,v)Y is linearly independent if and only if 
]detZ] = 1 for all bases Z G 2. 
Proof: We only need to prove the Yf’ part. 
The proof proceeds by induction on 1 E] . The case ] E 1 = 1 is trivial. 
Suppose now that the theorem has been proved for any E’ with / E’ ] < I E] . 
Without loss of generality, we may assume E contains all the unit vectors, 
i.e., 
ie , ,***, e,) c Z 
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indeed, S contains some basis Z = {c 1 ,..., I&} for R”, and, by assumption, 
ldet ZI = 1. Let Q be the linear map which carries & to ei(i = l,..., m). Since 
1 det ZI = 1, Q must map V to V. Moreover, I det Q I= 1. Hence QE G V and 
(cf. Ill> 
It follows that (ME,,), is linearly independent if (MQz,r,)v is. Thus, if 
necessary, we can work with M,, instead of ME. 
In the following we divide our consideration into two cases. 
Case 1. There exists some ek such that (e,) n (Z\ek) = 0. 
Without loss we may assume (e,) n (E\e,) = 0. Then (.Y\e,) = IF?“‘-‘. 
Any u E V can be uniquely written as 
v =jem + v’ 
It is easily seen that 
with j E Z and U’ E zm-‘. 
M,-(x) = K,k7) M,\e,W) 
where x = (xl ,..., x,,-, , x,J and x’ = (x1 ,..., x,,_~). Suppose now that 
c UEV a(v) M,-(. - v) = 0 for some a E Rv. Then 
\‘ \‘ 
]Z L1’Eym-l 
a(jem + v’) M,,(x, -je,) Mz,Jx’ - v’) = 0 
forany x,E R and x’E RmP*. (1) 
Setx,=(i+i)e,in(l). Weobtain 
\‘ - a(ie, + u’)M~~,(x’ - u’) = 0 for any x’ E Rm-’ and iE Z. 
U’EHf+l 
By induction hypothesis, (MH\Pm,l,,)l,,EZ,,m  is linearly independent. Therefore 
a(ie, + 0’) = 0 forall u’EZ”-’ and FEZ. 
That is, a = 0. This proves the linear independence of (M,,,,),. in Case 1. 
Case 2. The complement of case 1; i.e., (S\e,) = R” for every 
k = l,..., m. 
Suppose that xv,, a(v) MI,, = 0 for some a E R “. Then 
= Dck x a(v) M,(. - u) for k = l,..., m 
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(see [ 11). By induction hypothesis, (MH,e,,o ) is linearly independent. Hence V 
Veka = 0 for each k = l,..., m. 
It follows that 
a(u) = a(u - eJ for k = l,..., m. 
Therefore 
a(v) = a(0) for all v E V. 
Finally, 
a(0) = a(0) 1 IV,,, = x a(u)ME,c = 0. 
DE v LIE v 
This shows that (ME,,), is linearly independent. Our proof is complete. 
Postscript. After this work was done, I was made aware that W. 
Dahmen and C. A. Micchelli also prove this theorem, in the paper “Trans- 
lates of Multivariate Splines,” which will appear in Linear Algebra and Its 
Applications. However, the proof given here is particularly simple and 
elementary. 
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